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in the forest

We use trees of 50 to 100 years old to produce fur-
niture. Japanese had eaten nuts that were gifts from 
mountains, cut only necessary amounts of trees to 
make long-lasting tools, and made a fire to manage 
their lives. 

We created a bed using such precious trees of this 
earth. While keeping in mind the theme of sleeping 
in the forest, we created a bed using the texture of 
solid wood to provide a soft appearance you may feel 
from the texture of wood. It is our desire to carefully 
use wood to help people having pleasant sleep while 
appreciating the gifts we receive from trees.



in the forest
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Wooden base Wooden base

Wooden base Wooden base

BE-121   single bed  (Europe)
W1380×D2204×H750×MH400

BE-123   double bed  (Europe)
W1800×D2204×H750×MH400

BE-124   queen bed  (Europe)
W2000×D2204×H750×MH400

BE-122   semi double bed  (Europe)
W1600×D2204×H750×MH400

Oak Oak

Oak Oak

Oak
Beeswax

Oak
Natural white

Oak
Snow white

Oak
Medium grey

Oak
Charcoal grey

W (width) 
D (depth) 
H (height) 
MH (matress height) 

Dimensions Unit: mm 

Prices in Euro 
VAT not included



2.400 2.700 

3.000 3.300 

ME-02S single mattress (Europe)
W980×D2000×H250

ME-02D double mattress (Europe)
W1400×D2000×H250

ME-02Q queen mattress (Europe)
W1600×D2000×H250

ME-02SD semi double mattress (Europe)
W1200×D2000×H250

mattress

W (width) 
D (depth) 
H (height) 

Dimensions Unit: mm 

Prices in Euro 
VAT not included
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in the forest

We use trees of 50 to 100 years old to pro-
duce furniture. Japanese had eaten nuts that 
were gifts from mountains, cut only necessary 
amounts of trees to make long-lasting tools, and 
made a fire to manage their lives.  We created a 
bed using such precious trees of this earth.

While keeping in mind the theme of sleeping in 
the forest, we created a bed using the texture of 
solid wood to provide a soft appearance you may 
feel from the texture of wood. It is our desire to 
carefully use wood to help people having pleas-
ant sleep while appreciating the gifts we receive 
from trees.



in the forest 
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Polish Polish

Polish Polish

Black stain Black stain

Black stain Black stain

BE-132   semi double bed  (Europe)
W1740×D2284×H885×MH525

BE-131   single bed  (Europe)
W1520×D2284×H885×MH525

BE-133   double bed  (Europe)
W1940×D2284×H885×MH525

BE-134   queen bed  (Europe)
W2140×D2284×H885×MH525

Oak Oak

Oak Oak

Brass
Polish

Brass
Black stain

Oak
Beeswax

Oak
Natural white

Oak
Snow white

Oak
Medium grey

Oak
Charcoal grey

W (width) 
D (depth) 
H (height) 
MH (matress height) 

Dimensions Unit: mm 

Prices in Euro 
VAT not included



2.400 2.700 

3.000 3.300 

ME-02S single mattress (Europe)
W980×D2000×H250

ME-02D double mattress (Europe)
W1400×D2000×H250

ME-02Q queen mattress (Europe)
W1600×D2000×H250

ME-02SD semi double mattress (Europe)
W1200×D2000×H250

mattress

W (width) 
D (depth) 
H (height) 

Dimensions Unit: mm 

Prices in Euro 
VAT not included


